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American University of Beirut 
Faculty of Engineering & Architecture 
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering 
 
CIVE 441 Engineering Hydrology         Fall 2009  
Manal Moussallem                      January 29, 2010 
 
     

FINAL 
 

I pledge my honor that I will not give or receive any assistance on this exam 
 
NAME:         ID:  
   
This is a closed book, closed notes 3-hr exam (8 problems equally weighted). The use of 
non-programmable calculators is allowed. Write clearly☺ 
 
 
Problems 1 to 6 relate to the same case; however, they are independent of each 
other.  
 
Following your graduation from AUB in summer 2011, you are hired by a reputable 
engineering consulting firm, which has been awarded a contract for the sustainable 
management of the Nahr El Kalb watershed, Mount Lebanon. A key component of the 
project is the hydrological modelling of the watershed (~250 km2 ; i.e. ~ 95 mi2)1. The 
project director assigns this activity to a team of three, including you.  
 
PROBLEM 1: Getting familiar with the watershed balance... 
Your first task is to get familiar with the watershed through site visits, literature review, 
meetings with stakeholders, etc. While undertaking this task, you come across a 
document that states the following: 
 
The Nahr El Kalb watershed received a total of 80 cm of precipitation in 1993. The average rate of 
flow measured in a gage at the outlet of the watershed was 3 m3/s.  
 
You decide to use this data to develop a preliminary watershed balance: 

1. Estimate the water losses during the year (in cm) due to the combined effects of 
evaporation, transpiration, and groundwater infiltration. 

2. What is the total runoff (in cm) which reached the river during that year? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 1 mile is 1.609 km 
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At the biweekly progress meeting of the team, you present the preliminary watershed 
balance (problem 1) and a set of panoramic photos that will help your colleagues see the 
overall picture. You get the following two questions from the floor, which you have to 
prepare for the next progress meeting: 
 
PROBLEM 2: Analyzing rainfall data 
One of your colleagues points out to you that it is very important to statistically analyze 
rainfall data, to support the methodology and choice of data used. He specifically asks 
you to compute the following four values, assuming that the statistics of the log(10) 
transformed annual total rainfall collected over a 21-yr period for Nahr El Kalb are: 
mean = 1.6637, standard deviation = 0.0993, and corrected skewness = -1.6: 
 
2-1) the return period of 80 cm (i.e. the value provided in problem 1), using the 

lognormal distribution 
 
2-2) the 25-yr annual total rainfall (in cm) using the Log-Pearson 3 distribution 
 
2-3) the probability that the annual rainfall will fall between 70 cm and 80 cm exactly 

once in the five consecutive years, using the lognormal distribution. 
 
2-4) the risk of the 50-yr annual rainfall occurring in the next 10 years, using the Log 

Pearson 3 distribution 
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PROBLEM 3: What about dewatering?  
A student/ trainee in the company, who lives in Nahr El Kalb area, reports some 
construction works in the area (as per below): 
 
Two wells are installed on the corner of a square 100 m * 100 m in order to dewater the foundation pit. 
The 2 wells are located at the coordinates (x; y) = (0; 0); (x;y) = (100;100) and the river is along the 
y-axis at x=200m. The objective is to drop the water level by 50 cm at the centre of the square, in 2 
days.  
 
Compute the necessary pumping rate per well (in m3/min), assuming: 

- Equal pumping rates at the two wells 
- The transmissivity is 3 m2/min  
- The storativity is 0.15 

 
Extra Credit: Does this affect the water balance? 
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At the second bi-weekly progress meeting, you present your answers for the two 
questions raised. You then share with the team the data you collected from the Ministry 
of Public Works – Directorate General of Civil Aviation, the Ministry of Energy and 
Water – Litani River Authority and other sources, which will help you initiate your 
modelling exercise: 
 

o Cumulative Rainfall on January 2, 2008; 12 noon – 3PM  
Time (hr) 0 1 2 3 
∑P (in) 0 0.5 4 4 
 

o Observed River Outflow on January 2, 2008; starting 1 PM 
T (hr) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Q (cfs) 0 1,635 5,535 8,865 12,420 16,585 17,595 15,040 12,880 10,675 8,475

 
o Watershed characteristics: 

 Length of the river: 8 miles    (footnote 2) 2  
 Slope: 2% 
 Curve number: 80 (based on a mostly agricultural land use) 

 
 
PROBLEM 4: Calculating the excess rainfall hyetograph 
You start by determining the excess rainfall hyetograph for the January 2008 storm 
above, using the SCS method with the curve number above and normal antecedent 
moisture conditions. 
 
Compute and draw the excess rainfall hyetograph, by outlining your methodology first. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
2 1 mile is 5,280 ft 
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PROBLEM 5: Generating the runoff 
You then generate the runoff corresponding to the excess rainfall hyetograph (computed 
in problem 4), using the SCS method (and the watershed characteristics outlined before). 
 
Compute and draw the generated runoff by outlining your methodology first. 
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PROBLEM 6: Routing the runoff 
You then route the runoff (generated in problem 5), using the Muskingum method, with 
Δt=60 min and zero initial conditions. The Muskingum parameters of the reach are x = 
0.2 and k = 30 min 
 
How does the flow at the outlet compare with the observed flow given on page 7? 
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PROBLEM 7: How will the hydrologist help? 
 
7-1 The Lebanese Company for the Development and Reconstruction of Beirut 

Central District (SOLIDERE), in coordination with the Council for 
Development and Reconstruction, has decided to find an alternative location for 
the wastes that have been deposited at the reclaimed sea area in Beirut for more 
than 20 years. The Sebline abandoned quarry was identified as a suitable new 
location for these wastes, which will be used to rehabilitate this quarry. The 
contractor, who has been awarded this job, was asked by the Ministry of 
Environment to undertake an environmental impact assessment (EIA) for this 
project (i.e. identify the potential impacts of this project on the environment and 
design the necessary measures to reduce the negative impacts). Why is a 
hydrologist needed in the preparation of the EIA study/ what task will be 
assigned to him? 
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7-2 The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has been awarded a 1.8 
million Euro grant from the Italian Cooperation to update the water balance of 
Lebanon, in close coordination with the Ministry of Energy and Water. UNDP is 
looking for an expert to manage this project. You apply for the position and take 
a written exam where you are asked to develop a draft proposal – i.e. you have to 
list the main activities of such a project.  
 
 
Extra-credit: can you estimate the time-frame and budget of each of the 

activities? 
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PROBLEM 8: Meet George F. Pinder... 
 

Read the excerpts copied from the book titled A Civil Action by Jonathan Harr, and 
answer the question below. A Civil Action follows the story of a law suit brought by 
leukemia (cancer) victims against two Woburn corporations for contaminating municipal 
wells with TCE (trichloroethylene3). 
 
8-1) If George Pinder corrected his estimate of arrival time from 12 months to 9 

months, what was his estimate of porosity?  
 
8-2) What do you think will be George Pinder’s realization about the cause of the decline 

in depth of the Aberjona river?  
 
8-3) What simple field data could be used to check Pinder’s hypothesis?  
 
Extra Credit: Where will Pinder have his realization? 
Recommendation: Watch the movie A Civil Action starring John Travolta 
 

Enjoy the break and the CES Ski Trip ☺ 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                 
3 The chemical compound trichloroethylene is a chlorinated hydrocarbon commonly 
used as an industrial solvent 
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They would have lO send Helen O'Connell to a second urologist, 

continued Phillips, and perhaps even another neurologist, for a new 

round of complete workups. "If that doesn't convince them," Phillips 

told Schlichtmann, "we'll have lO I'll! the case on the trial calendar for 

next fall and hope you're finished with Woburn by then. We can't sell 

our. We've got lO settle for fair value or we won't settle." 

Gordon groaned again. 

After eight weeks of trial, the days in the courtroom had begun lO blur 

into one another, like the countryside seen from a train window. A 

shaft of spring sunlight would find its way into the court and strike the 

brass lamp on the judge's bench, a flash of brilliant yellow in the cav

ernous, gray, dismal room. The tluorescenr lights overhead made every

one appear pale and sickly. Thick volumes of legal papers had grown on 

the counsel tables and more thick volumes lay underfoot in cardboard 

boxes on the floor. The lawyers' overcoats, damp from a morning rain 

and smelling of wool, hung over the gallery railing. The radiarors 

hissed genrly. Distant, muted sounds of city traffic, a siren, an unmuf

tlered u uck , would float up into the courtroom from the streets fifteen 

stories below. The atmosphere felt heavy and dense. One of the alter

nate jurors regularly fell asleep. On particularly dull days, such as the 

one when Schlichtrnann read Grace's answers lo interrogatories into 

evidence, Judge Skinner himself seemed lo doze at the bench, the flesh 

of his cheeks slack and his mouth slighrly parted, his head rolling bad,' 

onto his chair. 

Facher always used to warn his students at Harvard that if they 1<:11 

asleep at the counsel table, upon awakening they should come lo their 

feet objecting. "In the time it takes to reach your full height, think of a 

reason for your objection." 

Fachcr was being facetious, of course. He never really expected any 

of his students to fall asleep at the counsel rable. But one day, eight 

weeks into the trial, Facher himself fell into a doze during Sandra 

Lynch's slow and methodical examination of a Grace executive. He 

awoke when the microphone on the witness stand emitted a harsh 

squeal. 

"Perhaps we can fix the microphone," suggested Lynch. 

"Mr. Nessou seems lo have the touch," said the judge. 

lIu i.,» \}') 

Facher came to his feet at the mention of Nessen's name. "I objccl," 

Facher said in a thick, COl\(my voice. Then he looked around, blinking 

his eyes, and sat back down. 
~ 

5 

On a morning in early May, Kathy Boyer opened the windows in Ib" 

conference room for the first time since last fall, and there was fr"sb air in 

the offices of Schlichtmann, Conway & Crowley. Across fmnltb" court

house, in POSt Office Square, the tulips had hurst into Ilower a,,,1 ,b" 

swollen buds on the linden trees had split open into a lacy greCII liligJC(' 

of new leaves. Schlichtmann noticed rh.u it was spring, but rh.u didn't 

cheer him. This part of the trial should have ended long bel,m' tulips. 

On the other hand, he was making I'rogre". lie bad one Iinal wit 

ness to call in this phase of the trial. 'lhis was his "xl'en in hydrolo,;\' 

and groundwarer movement, one George F Pinder, l'h.U. Pindl'l 

would testily against both Grace and Beatrice. lie would, if :dl W""1 

well, make manifest [he claim that TeE and other solvents on thc 

properties of both defendants had indced migrated to the ciiv w,·1"

and that the chemicals had gOllen there hefore the lcukcmi.rs alld "tlll'l 

illnesses began occurring. 

Schlichtrnann felt fortunate to have l'indcr. lvcry geologi.,t who 

knew anything about groulldwater had heard of l'mdcr. He \"IS i'1L' 

eminent in his field, chairman of the civil engineering dq,allnlcllt .u 

Princeron University and the persoll who, filleen yors ago, had dl'H·I· 

oped the first computer model ofgroundwarer (low, Schli,htn!.lnnl"" 

him "I' at the Ritz-Carlton, in a suite of rooms, 

Pinder was in his late forties. a dapper, diminutive man, neatl)' a ioo[ 

shorter than Schlichtmann. His thin brown hair, as soh and silky a.' .t 

baby's, had receded high on the dome of his head. lie wcuc gold

rimmed spectacles that made his round face look owlish and cl'lebr.i1. 

He had a precise, ruerhodical manncr, hilt he was not in the least aloof 

or selfimporraru. On the morning 01 his [irsr day in court. he an ivcd 

at Schlichtmann's office early and cordially greeted all the secrer.llic.' 

Schlichrmann saw that Pinder was wearing a blue blazer, a woolly 

brown tie, brown pants and argyle socks, Schlichun.uin always ,I,ked 

his experts [0 dress conservatively, in dark suits. 1" his eYI'I, Pinder ",as 

Manal
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326 A Civil Action 

a sartorial nightmare, but he took it calmly. "George is the world's lead
ing expert on groundwater," he told Conway privately before they left 

for court. "He can get away with dressing like that." 
Pinder performed ably on his first day, under direct examination by 

Schlichtmann. He came to the courtroom equipped with charts and dia
grams to educate the jury in the science of hydrogeology. He set up a fish 
tank filled with kitchen sponges and placed drops of ink on the sponges. 
"Just think of each drop as being some event of contamination on the 
ground, entering our aquifer," Pinder told the jury. He talked about sat
urated and unsaturated zones, capillary fringes, cones of depression. He 
held forth for the entire morning, confident, jaunty, and full of good 

humor, as if he were lecturing to a freshman class at Princeton. 
Both Fachet and Cheeseman knew Pinder's reputation. 'Iwo years 

ago, Cheeseman himself had tried to recruit Pinder as an expert witness 
for Crace, but he found that Schlichtmann had gotten to Princeton, 
and to Pinder, first. Facher wasn't worried, though. "They tell me Pin
der's the leading expert on this subject," remarked Facher out in the 
corridor, during the morning break. "They say he's a home-run hitter 

in any ballpark. But he's in my ballpark now." 
Indeed, things did not go quite so smoothly after the recess, 

although that was no fault of Pinder's. The closer Schlichtmann 

bronght Pinder to implicating Beatrice and Grace, the more Facher 

and Keating began to object. Nevertheless, by the end of the day, 
Schlichnnann had gotten into evidence the first part of Pinder's opin

ion-that both Beatrice and Crace were responsible for the contami
nation of \Xidls G and I I. The second part, the arrival times of TeE 

and the other solvents, would have to wait until tomorrow. 
In the office that afternoon, Scblichtmann clapped his hands and 

danced on his toes in glee. "You got the opinion in, George!" he 

shouted. "They tried 10 stop you, but it didn't happen. It was a great 

day, today, George' It could not have gone betted" 
Pinder smiled indulgently. "This jury looks like a pretty attentive 

group," he said. 

Pinder made his first mistake the next morning. It was a small mistake, 
but Schlichtmann caught it in an instant. It happened when he asked 

Pinder how long it would take, in his opinion, for TCE and the three 

nlt'lri,rI .'. 

other solvents to migrate from the Beatrice and Grace sites to the wells. 
Schlichtmann had gone over these calculations with Pinder the night 

before, but that morning, Pinder gave difICrent times for the solvents, 
different by a matter of days for one, a few weeks for another, and a 
year for the third. 

Schlichtmann wondered for a moment if he himself was wrong, ifhe 
had remembered the times incorrectly. He felt confused, but he had no 
chance to find out at that moment why Pinder had changed the times. 
And when the recess finally came, Schlichtmann decided not to broach 
the subject. He did not want to shake Pinder's confidence in the mid
dle of the day. 

That evening, in Pinder's room at the Ritz-Carlton, 'schlichtnl'lIln 
found OUt what had gone wrong. Pinder, feeling overly confident, 
redid the calculations in his head and f(ngot to Eretor in the porosity of 

the soil. The mistake made no diHerence to the suhxtancc of Pinder" 
opinion. The solvents had still reached Wells C and II long bef,ne the 
leukemias began occurring. But Schlichtmann knew that Pachcr and 
Keating would not miss this mistake, and that they would usc it on 
cross-examination to attack Pinder's credibility. 

Schlichtmann decided to wait uruil rhe dosing minutes of the next 
day, a Friday, to have Pinder correct the mistake. I le'd make it appeal 

as almost an afterthought, ofsmall consequence but requiring mention 

nonetheless. That would give the jurors the cutin- wcekcr«] to digl'.,t 

the substance of Pinder's opinion be/'lle crosscxaruiuar ion could begin 
on Monday morning. 

The next day all went as planned I;,r a while. WhCll only twenty 
minutes remained before court adjourned Ior the weekend, Schlicht 
mann brought up the travel times, and Pinder explained that yestenby, 
on the witness stand, he had done the calculations in his head. "I was 
just contemplating my testimony," continued Pinder In a pleasant, 
untroubled voice, "and it suddenly occurred to me rhar I'd made a mis
take. I'd be very pleased to try and correct that mistake." 

"What was the mistake you made?" asked Schlichtmann. 

"1 left off the constant for the porosity of the soil when I was doing 
the multiplication in my head." 

"Does that affect the travel times in some way?" 

"It affects the travel times," said Pinder, nodding. "Nor catastrophi
cally but, I think, significantly." 
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328 A Civil Action 

Schlichtmann asked Pinder to tell the jury the new figures. When 
Pinder finished doing so, Schlichtmann glanced at the clock on the 
back wall of the courtroom, above the gallery. He srill had twelve min
utes to occupy until court recessed for the weekend. He planned to end 
the day by bringing out the fact that the research done in east 
Woburn-twelve thousand pages of data, 157 monitoring wells, and 
dozens of volumes from technical consultants-made the Aberjona 
aquifer one of the most thoroughly studied aquifers in history. He 
asked Pinder to compare the east Woburn research with other projects 
that Pinder had worked on, but both Facher and Keating objected. 

"Sustained," said the judge. Schlichtmann rephrased his question, but 

again the judge sustained the objections. 
"May I have a moment, Your Honor?" Schlichrrnann asked. 
The judge nodded. Schlichtmann took a deep breath. He studied his 

notes. He needed another question bur he couldn't think of one. He 
went to the counsel table and benr down to consult with Nesson, who 

hurriedly scribbled out a question. Schlichtmann turned and asked the 
question, but Facher ohjected, the judge sustained the objection, and 
Schliclllmann gave up. There were only seven minutes remaining. He 

said, "No more questions, Your Honor." 
The judge peered at the clock. "This is probably a good place to 

stop, since we will begin cross-examination on Monday morning." 
The lillie skirmishes of lawyers are sometimes consequential. 

SchliclHmann's strategy was obvious enough, and Facher had no inten
tion ofletting him get away with it. Facher stood and said to the judge, 

"Would you give me the seven minutes?" 
"You want to start your cross-examination now?" said the judge, 

looking surprised and not particularly happy. 
"Yes," said l-acher, his eyes on Pinder as he walked across rhe well of 

the courtroom. 

l'inder /lew horne to Princeton that Friday evening. After his seven 

minures with Facher, he didn't relish the prospect of returning to 
Boston on Monday. Facher had treated him in a most contemptible 
manner, addressing him in an insulting and scornful tone that Pinder, 
for one, had never before experienced in his adult life. "Are you telling 
this jury that yon came in here yesterday, as a Ph.D. and the chairman 

JlJI' frill! .H9 

of a department, and made a little mistake in an opinion you've been 
preparing for the last year and a half?" Facher had said. "You're telling 
us, as a professor of geology, that you forgot to take into account poros ... 

:r ity? Didn't you lecture in front of this jury for an hour about making 
these calculations? Today is true and yesterday was not? That is wliar 

'I:, you want this jury to believe?" 

Pinder felt he'd kept his wits and replied calmly, but the brief ordeal 
had shaken him. He had testified before, in the Love Canal and Velsicol 

cases, but on those occasions he'd been on the witness stand for only a 
short time and his opinions had gone virtually unchallenged. Pinder's 

wife, Phyllis, took an interest in her husband's work She knew about 
Fachcr from reading the trial transcripts of Drobinskis testimony which 
Schlichtmann had sent down for Pinder to peruse. "Watch out for 

Facher," she warned her husband before he returned to Boston. "You 

should read your deposition so you won't contradict yourself" 
Pinder didn't take his wife's advice. His deposition had gone on for 

five days and amounted to almost a thousand pages. He didn't bother 
to read it, but Facher did. Facher read every page. 

On Monday morning Facher asked Pinder ifhe recalled saying at his 
deposition that the contaminants from Beatrice would have reached 
the wells within eighteen months. Pinder replied that he ,Iidn't remem
ber exactly what he'd said. "Bur I think that is reasonable. and what I 
was likely to have said." 

"When you testified here in COUrt last week, you said the coruami
narus had reached the well field within a year. Do you remember that?" 

"I don't remember the details," said Pinder. "Bur if you say that's 
what I said, I'll accept that." 

"You don't consider that a change from eighteen months?" 

Pinder replied slowly, choosing his words with care. "It depends on 
what context I was thinking of the word 'contaminants' when you were 

using it. That is why it's a little difficult tor me to try to be more precise." 

Facher suggested that Pinder had formed his opinion hchHe even 
seeing any data from the pump test. Pinder denied this. 

"But you had a hypothesis as to the source of the contamination, 
right?" asked Facher. 

Pinder, thinking that he might have said something like that at his 
deposition, replied, "I think that is not an uurcasonahle statement. I 
think I probably would be prepared to say that I may have said that." 
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"You may be prepared to say that you may have said that?" repeated 

Facher in an incredulous voice. 
"Well, I'm a cautious man," said Pinder. 
"Very cautious," said Facher. "You use words carefully, right?" 
"I try to be as precise and accurate as 1 can," said Pinder. 
Pinder's attempt to be precise and accurate led to dense thickets of 

confusion and imprecision. Pinder was wary of Facher. He looked for 

a trap in every question Facher asked. To avoid being trapped, he 
refused to answer even the simplest questions in a simple way. When 

Facher asked him about Drobinski's work on the fifteen acres, Pinder 

said, "I'm not really familiar with what he did in detail. I think in spirit 

he went back and found some additional things." 
"In spirit he went back?" said Facher in a mocking voice. 

"In the spirit of your question, he went back," replied Pinder. "I 

have no particular, precise knowledge of the whole matter." 

"You didn't even know who Mr. Drobinski was back in December of 

1985, did you?" 
"Oh, yes, I knew who he was," said Pinder with certitude. "We had 

talked together many times." 
Facher picked up Pinder's deposition. lie opened it and flipped 

through the pages until he found what he was looking for. "At your 

deposition on December tenth, I asked if you had worked directly with 
any Weston geologist, and you said yes. I asked, 'Can you identify 

them by name?' " Facher, standing near the witness stand now, placed 

the deposition in front of Pinder. "What was your answer?" Facher 

asked, pointing to the line he wanted Pinder to read. 
Pinder leaned over his deposition and adjusted his spectacles. Facher 

gazed at the ceiling. It took Pinder a long time to answer. He was read- . 

ing, it seemed, the entire page. " 'No,' " Pinder read aloud at last. 

"You wouldn't have known Mr. Drohinski unless he stood in front 

of you with one of those little' llello, I'm Mr. Drobinski' tags on him?" 

"At that time 1 didn't know who he was," said Pinder. "I'd spoken to 

him. There were several people, and 1 couldn't distinguish one from the 

other. That is the spirit of my answer." 
"That's the spirit and the fact of yonr answer?" 
Pinder soon abandoned "the spirit" and adopted new phrases. Every

thing became "in the context of what you're talking about," or "in the 

sense of what you're asking me." Facher didn't let these slip by. "I didn't 

Th» lid II! 

put any sense in the question," he told Pinder. "I just asked a simple 
question. " 

The judge called the lawyers up to his bench. He said to Schlicht

mann, ''I'm beginning to get the impression that this fellow has either 
got a very loose grasp of the language, or he will say anything that 
comes into his head." 

"I don't think that's a fair characterization of his testimony," said 

Schlichtmann, who knew perfectly well that it was going very badly. 

After court that day, Conway saw Schlicht mann alone in his olficc, 

sprawled on the couch. Schliclirmann's arm covered his face as if he 

were shielding his eyes from a bright light. 

"Boy, you look like shit," Conway said, standing in the doorway. 

Schliclumann lifted his arm from his eyes and glanced lip at Con

way. 'This is going to be the worst fucking week of my life." 

Conway nodded. "What the judge said about Pinder was very dis
turbing." 

"That arthritic old bastard," murmured Schlichtmann. 

"There's nothing worse than watching your witness being raped," 

said Conway. "It's awful to sit there and not be able to do anything." 

"Are we going to survive the week?" asked Schlichtmann. "Four 
more days of this?" He gave a weak, dispirited laugh. 

"We'll survive, Jan," Conway said, playing his part once again. lIe 

hitched up his pants. "George is the guru, the world's main expert. lIe 

knows more about that aquifer than anyone else in rhe world." Con

way paused, and then he added, "Besides, I don't think anyrhing could 
be worse than today." 

At this, Schlichtmann sat up. He looked soberly at Conway. "Do 

you think it was really that bad?" Schlichrl11ann laughed again, the 

same weak laugh. "George actually t..ld me he Iclr good roday. Can you 

believe ir? Ah, it's not George's fallIt. He's a bl illianr guy, but he's not 

the sort of person who can move others. It's just not the way he is." 

Gordon and Phillips walked into Schlichrrnann's oflice. Gordon set

tled his heavy frame in the chair behind Schlichrrnann's desk, put his 
feet up and lit a cigarette. Phillips sat in the armchair next to the couch 

and tried his hand at cheering up Schlichtmann. "Fachers little clinic 

today was great for lawyers, but it doesn't mean shit with the jury." 

-.
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Phillips hummed nervously. "Just remember, Jan, the biggest victories 

are won by the slimmest margins." 

There was a moment of silence. Everyone seemed to ponder this bit 

ofwisdom. Finally Gordon said, "What exactly does that mean, Mark?" 

Schlichtmann departed for the Ritz-Carlton and an evening of work 

with Pinder. He consoled himself by reasoning that although Facher 

might have tarnished Pinder's credibility, Facher had not succeeded in 

damaging the substance of Pinder's opinion. Schlichtmann felt he 

could make Pinder shine again on redirect. 

Meanwhile, Sclilichrmann had other concerns. He knew that Facher 

would Iry to use rhe Aberjona River, which flowed between the Bea

trice properlY and the city wells, as a defense. According to Facher's 

rheory, rhe pumping action of rhe wells would draw water directly out 

of the river, satisfying the wells' demand while at the same time block

ing rhe flow of contaminated groundwater from Beatrice. 

This theory had some merit. A year ago last spring, Pinder himself 

had warned Schlichtrnann that the river might be "a very profound 

barrier," although Pinder personally doubted this would prove true. 

Ilis computer model of the east Woburn aquifer predicted that the city 

wells would, in point of lact, draw comarninared groundwater from 

under Beatrice, along a highly permeable stratum of sand and coarse 

rock that lay under the riverbed. Nonetheless, Pinder told Schlicht

mann, he wouldn't know for certain until he saw the field data from the 

EPA pump test. Then, on December 4, when the EPA activated the 

city wells and started the pump test, Pinder stationed himself at a mon

itoring well on the Beatrice properly, I [e saw the water level at this 

monitoring well decline more than a foot in four hours, exactly the 

amount his computer model had predicted. 

As far as Pinder was concerned, this and similar measurements from 

other monitoring wells proved beyond a doubt that groundwater from 

Beatrice was drawn under the river and into the city wells. It also 

proved that the Aberjona River played almost no role in satisfying the 

demand of the wells for water. Pinder reasoned that the thick layer of 

peat that formed the riverbed--rwemy or more feet of decomposed 

leaves, roots, and branches-acted as a nearly impermeable lining. The 

river, in other words, was not a barrier. It wasn't even relevant. 

!he Jrl,d .\ '3 

This all seemed reasonable to Schlichtmann. But one detail trou

bled him. He and Pinder had both seen the ice on the river's surface " 
that December. After the wells began pumping, the river's surface 

grew steadily lower, leaving shards of ice along the bank. Obviously 

the river had lost water. If it wasn't going to the wells, then where was 

it going? 

At the Ritz-Carlton, Schlichtmann tried to get an answer to this 

question. Pinder had several explanations. Some water had been lost to 

evaporation. And some of it was being slowly drawn out of the river hy 

the pumping action of the wells. But Pinder felt certain, based on the 

thickness of the peat layer, thar it would take ten to twmry years f'Jr 

any river water to reach the wells. 

It still didn'r make sense to Schlichnnann. The river, he poirucd OUI. 

had declined by six inches. That seemed like a lot of water. Pinder's 

explanations would nor account for that much water, 

Pinder, himself troubled now. agteed that this was trur. 

So where had the water gone' Schlichrmann asked. 

Pinder didn't know. 

They worked until after midnight. but Pinder could not COIllC up 

with an explanation for the missing river water. Hc was tiled and ir was 

Iare. I le insisted on going to bed. He wanted to have his wits about 

him tomorrow. He didn't want to lace lachcr without getting a good 

night's sleep. 

Schlichtmann wouldn't leave. "'\{'e've got to figure this out. (;eorgl'. 

Let's go over it one more time." 

"No," said Pinder stubbornly. "Tm going to sleep right now." 

Schlichtmann, just as stubborn, refused to go. 

"Ifyou don't leave me alone," said Pinder angrily, "I'm going back 10 

Princeton tomorrow morning." 

Schlichtmann departed, feeling very worried. 

Schlichtmann was waiting apprehensively when Pinder walked inio 

the office early the next morning. He saw at once that their spat of last 

night had been forgotten. Pinder looked confident and happy. "In a 

moment of brilliance this morning, Jan, I Figured out the river," Pinder 

said. "I don't know why it didn't occur to me before. It's really vcry 

obvious." 
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